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THE L,-d-COHOMOLOGY OF AN ALGEBRAIC SURFACE 
WILLIAM L. PARDoNt 
(Receioed in revised form 6 May 1988) 
LET V BE a complex projective variety and give V- Sing V the (incomplete) Riemannian 
metric induced by the projective imbedding. This gives a pointwise norm on C”-forms w of 
type (p, q) on V- Sing V, hence an &-norm 11 co j12. Let 
A&p(V- Sing V) = {wlI1w(IZ < co, li&fllz < co} 
so that 
(A[;? ( V - Sing V), a) 
is a complex for each p 2 0. This complex depends only on V, not on its projective 
imbedding (which was used to get the metric). Let 
Hf;p( V - Sing V) 
denote the q-th cohomology group of this complex. We call the groups H$y(V- Sing V) 
the L,-a-cohomology groups of V. The L,-arithmetic genus of V is 
x2(V):= c( - l)‘dimH$T( V- Sing V), 
whenever the Hy’T( V - Sing V) are finite-dimensional as vector spaces over @. 
In a preprint version of [lo] R. MacPherson makes the following 
Conjecture 0.1. The L,-arithmetic genus of Vequals the arithmetic (Todd) genus of any 
desingularization of V. 
The main results of this paper are an attempt to study this conjecture when V is an 
algebraic surface S. In $1 and $2 we interpret the groups Hy;((S - Sings) as L,-a- 
cohomology groups Hi(X; fi), defined on any desingularization X of S, and with respect to 
the “pseudo-metric” “J on X pulled up from the metric on S - Sings. The groups Hk(X; 8) 
can then be compared to standard cohomology groups on X, with the result (3.9) that the 
groups HyiT(S - Sing S) are finite-dimensional @-vector spaces. 
In $4, however, after showing that 
x(X) 2 x2(S) 
for any desingularization X of S, where x(X) is the arithmetic genus of X, we interpolate 
another Euler characteristic between these two and by this means show that the above 
inequality is sometimes strict. The latter discussion motivates a revised conjecture ((5.1)) 
which is supported in 55 by two (non-normal) examples. In case S is the cone on a smooth 
projective curve, we show in 96 that the L,-&ohomology groups H$((S - Sing S) are 
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isomorphic to H’(X; 0) where X is the blow-up of S at the cone point. This again agrees 
with Conjecture (5.1), which for this S is the same as Conjecture (0.1). (That Conjecture (0.1) 
is correct in case S - Sing S is given a certain complete metric has recently been shown by 
L. Saper.) 
In the published version of [lo], however, a conjecture was made which uses different 
L,-&ohomology groups from those of (0.1) and (5.1). The &-norm 11 w /I2 of smooth forms 
w of type (p, q) on V - Sing V extends to its completion, to make the measurable (p, q)-forms 
into a Hilbert space. Consider the operator 5 restricted to the dense subspace of smooth, 
compactly supported forms, and let & denote its Hilbert space closure. Denote the 
cohomology groups of the resulting complex by 
Following the ideas of $3, one shows these groups are finite-dimensional over @ if the 
dimension of V is two. The conjecture in [lo] is that the &-arithmetic genus formed using 
these groups (p = 0) is equal to x(X), for any resolution X + V of the singularities of V’. 
Using a Serre duality between Hy&( V- Sing V) and H;$-q( V- Sing V) suggested by 
P. Haskell, plus the techniques of the first three sections of this paper, it is possible to show 
that this “compactly supported” version of (0.1) holds when dim V I 2. 
This sort of enterprise is part of an attempt to find the correct analytic objects on 
singular varieties to generalize those on smooth ones. For instance, Hsiang and Pati have 
shown [S] that the L,-de Rham-cohomology groups of S coincide with middle-perversity 
intersection homology groups of S, when S is any algebraic surface; L. Saper [ 111 has done 
the same if S - Sing S is instead given a certain complete (Kahler) metric. Thus, in [3] it is 
conjectured that these groups should admit a Hodge decomposition and M. Saito has 
recently proved this conjecture using the theory of D-modules. It is then natural to hope 
that the groups Hy;((S - Sing S) will be summands, as happens when Sing S = 4. However, 
the counterexample to Conjecture (0.1) also shows ((4.13)) that this is false, at least when 
i = 1. It turns out that the groups H,;, ( pyc S - Sings), p + q = 1, are the correct (in the sense 
of [15]) summapds of IHi(S while those of ZH,(S)* are Hgp(S - Sing S), p + q = 3, the 
groups studied in this paper. In dimension two, both types of summands appear. 
$1. PSEUDO-METRICS AND THEIR SHEAVES OF L,-FORMS 
The notion of a pseudo-metric on a complex curve is introduced in [4, p. 2681. Its 
generalization to surfaces appears naturally in the work of Hsiang and Pati- [8] (and 
probably elsewhere), but is not used in its complex form. From the point of view of this 
paper, it is the basic metrical object. Its real purpose is to allow us to work on a smooth 
compact surface X where L,-cohomology with respect to a pseudo-metric can be compared 
to standard cohomology groups. 
Recall that two positive semi-definite Hermitian forms on the tangent bundle of a 
complex manifold are called quasi-isometric if each is uniformly bounded by a positive 
multiple of the other. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let X be a 2-dimensional complex manifold. A positive semi-definite 
hermitian form y on its tangent bundle is called pseudo-metric ifit is everywhere locally quasi- 
isometric to one of the form 
h = dqd@+d$d$ 
where cp and $ are holomorphic, and h is nonsingular outside a set of measure zero. 
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Let u and v be local coordinates in an open set U of X. A straightforward computation 
shows that the volume form of h is given in (the above) local coordinates by 
dV, = I%$,> - $“V012dU> (1.2) 
where dU:= du A du A dv A dv. Hence h always degenerates (becomes singular) along a 
divisor (locally that of cp,$ v - $.cp, which by assumption is locally never identically zero). 
Clearly, quasi-isometric semi-definite hermitian forms degenerate along the same point sets 
of X, so any pseudo-metric y degenerates along a divisor, called the singular divisor of ;’ and 
denoted D,. 
Examples 1.3. Let X = C2. 
(a) If cp(u, u) = u and $(u, V) = v then h is the standard metric and D, = (1). 
(b) If cp(u, v) = urn, $(u, v) = d’v, and n 2 m 2 1, then h is 
n2~u/2m-2(m2n-2 + Iul 2(n-m)lv12)dudU+ lu12”dvdv+ n(u”-‘vu”dudv+u”-‘vu”dudv) 
and D, = (u m+n-‘). By the technique of [S, Proof of (4.2)] one shows that the cross-terms in 
h (those involving dud6 and dudv) may be removed without changing quasi-isometry type, at 
least for IuI and Iu/ small. What remains is clearly quasi-isometric to 
Iul 2”-2dudU + lu12”dvdv. 
(c) If cp(u, 0) = um1vm2, $(u, v) = un1vn2 where n, 2 m, 2 1, n2 2 m, 2 1 and 
m,n,-m2n, # 0 then D, = (~“‘~+“-~v~~+~~-~). W e will not write out h; but observe that 
the method of [S] used in (b) to put tht metric in diagonal form up to quasi-isometry will not 
work here. 
Let p: X -+ S be a desingularization of the compact normal surface S G pN; let E be the 
exceptional set, so that p IX - E is biholomorphic onto its image. Take the hermitian metric 
induced on S - p(E) by the imbedding in PN and pull it up to X - E by p. This will be called 
themetricinducedonX-Ebyp.IfxEEandX~SS~’isgivennearxbycp,, . . 3 (PNI 
the metric on X - E extends to a positive semi-definite Hermitian metric on X given near x 
by ‘/ = C dq,d@,. That y is a pseudo-metric on X, possibly after blowing up X in points, is 
the content of the following theorem of Hsiang and Pati [S, (4.1)]. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let (V, 0) be the germ of an isolated complex surface singularity. Then there 
is a desingularization p: (X, E) -+ (V, 0), where E = 1 p i(O)1 1s a divisor with simple normal 
crossings, such that near each smooth point of E the metric induced on X - E by p extends to a 
pseudo-metric on X which is quasi-isometric to one of the form (1.3)(b) where 
p- ’ (0) = (urn) (locally); and near each normal crossing of E extends to one of the form (1.3)(c) 
where p- ’ (0) = (um’um2) (locally). 
De$nition 1.5. A pseudo-metric y on a smooth complex projective surface X whose 
singular support E = (D,I is a simple normal crossings divisor having the loca-1 description 
of (1.4) will be said to be of Hsiang-Pati type. 
Let ID,1 contain the smooth curve E as one of its components and let y be of 
Hsiang-Pati type. Then in a neighborhood of a smooth point of ID,\ on E, 7 is quasi- 
isometric to the metric induced by (1.3)(b). 
PROPOSITION 1.6. The numbers m and n in (1.3)(b) are constant along E. 
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Proof: It follows from the proof of [8, 3.11 that m is the multiplicity of E in p-l(O); and 
the multiplicity of E in D, is m + y - 1 (a quasi-isometry invariant by (1.2)). 
Any pseudo-metric on a smooth complex surface induces an &-norm on (p, q)-forms 
with smooth or even measurable coefficients. The definition is the usual one [13, V.l] and 
is a norm because the pseudo-metric degenerates at worst along a set of measure zero in X. 
DEFINITION 1.7. Let X be a smooth compact complex surface, y a pseudo-metric on X 
and let E be a union of curves containing lDyI, the support of the singular divisor of y. Let 
JzZ~*~ denote the sheaf of smooth (p, q)-forms on X, YY p*q that of locally L,-forms with 
measurable coefficients, and for any open U c X define the sheaf Y;; by 
Ypyq’E4(U) = JZ?‘~,~(U - E) n Yp,“,q(U). 
Finally, define complexes of sheaves 
(@,p’4, a,) 
by %;4:= YF4,a-1 C&‘.4+’ w Y ’ 
wh ere a,,, denotes the weak (distributional) derivative, and 
(dE& a, 
where &$‘;I = Y;;% n a- lYoYq.$+l and 8is applied to smooth forms on the complement of E. 
When y is positive definite (i.e., it is a hermitian metric in the usual sense) we sometimes 
omit it from the notation becuse the above sheaves are then metric-independent if X is 
compact. If E = ID,], it will be omitted from the notation. 
Dejnition 1.8. With X, y and E as above, and D any divisor on X, define 
H~*,E(X; o(D)) 
td be the cohomology of the complex 
U-(X; &;-ET O. O(D)), a@ 1). 
Remarks 1.9. (a) The operator 8,,, restricts to 8 on &T$yq,i c %?;gq; we prove this below 
when y is positive definite. This is a “smoothing of cohomology”. 
(b) Suppose D = CniDi with Di irreducible. Then iffy is a local equation for Di near x and 
U is a neighborhood of x 
as complexes. In particular, the case where ID,1 = C#I and E = I DI will be important below. 
(c) It is now obvious that if S is a normal projective surface (hence having isolated 
singularities), p: (X, E) + (S, Sing S) is a desingularization which near each singularity of S 
has the properties of the conclusion of Theorem (1.4), and X - E is given the metric y 
induced by p, then 
HT(X; 0) Z HF.: (S - Sing S), 
the L,-&ohomology of the smooth part of S. The main goal of $3 of the paper is to prove 
these groups are finite-dimensional complex vector spaces (cf. (3.9)). 
$2. DESCRIPTION OF THE SHEAVES Y;,.. 
We assume X is a smooth compact surface having a pseudo-metric y of Hsiang-Pati 
type ((1.5)). Note that if y and y’ are quasi-isometric pseudo-metrics on U, then Y,O*q(U) 
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= 9$4(U); so it will be enough to describe 9, O,“(U) where U is a neighborhood of (0,O) in 
@*. In the first case JD,I = {u = 0}, in the second ID,1 = {UU = 0). 
The volume form of y is 
in case (1.3)(b) 
2(m2+n2-1)dU, in case (1.3)(c). 
Let d,, be the respective local equations of D, in the two cases: u”‘+“-~ in the first and 
u m1+n~-1~m2+“*- ‘in the second. Then by definition ([13, V I)]), f~ Y”,“,“( U) means 
J If-l” dv, < 00 K 
on every compact subset K of U. Hence, 
fE Y;,“( U) 
if and only if f is smooth on U - lD,I and d,fE L,(U, lot). 
Next let y = dcpdcj + d$d$in U. If o =fdti + gd6 is a (0, 
its L,-norm with respect to y on a compact subset K is 
(2-l) 
1) form in U then the square of 
where A = cp,Cp, + $,$,,, B = cp,Cpv + $,,$” and D = cp,Cp, + $,&,. Since 
(AD-B@=(_; -;)=(_;: -:“(_;I -;I) 
and 
dVy = (AD - B@dU, 
the integral above is 
where F = fcpv - gcpu and G 
that 
s (IFI’+ IG12W K 
-jii, + g$,. Now using the calculation in (1.3)(b), we know 
(2.2) If the metric is (1.3)(b), then o =fdti + gdfie 9:’ l(U) if and only if f and g are 
smooth on U - ID, 1, and u”’ and u”- ’ g are in L2( U, lot). 
Using the above calculation, we also get 
(2.3) If the metric on U is (1.3)(c) then w = fdii + g dt5E 9’:, l(U) if and only if f and g are 
smooth on U - ID,1 and ~“‘-~v~~-~(m~~f- miug) and ~“‘-iu”*-~(-n~~f+ niug) are in 
L, (U, lot). 
Finally, we remark that 
(2.4) In both cases, d,f and d,g are in L,(U, lot). This is clear for (1.3)(b); in case (1.3)(c) 
multiply the first L,-condition in (2.3) by LPI - ’ II”* - 1 and the second by urn’- ’ um2- ’ and use 
ml n, - n, m, # 0 to get the conclusion. 
Finally for (0, 2)-forms it is immediate from the definition that 
kdii A dNf’Py0,2(U) 
if and only if k is smooth on U - 1 D,I and belongs to L,(U, lot). 
(2.5) 
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COROLLARY (2.6) With X and y as above, there are inclusions of complexes of sheaves 
&p$ C Sq* C %Q’,%.T 0 C(DJ. 
Proof Recall that the omission of a metric from the notation, as in the left and right 
terms, means that any positive definite hermitian metric on X is to be understood. The first 
inclusion in thus clear from (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), and (2.5); the second from (2.1) (2.4) and (2.5). 
$3. FINITENESS OF H;(X; 0) 
To use the comparison of (2.6) we need to know that global sections of its left and right 
terms compute H*(X; 0) and H*(X; CO(O,)), respectively. This will be a consequence of the 
following more general “LJ-Poincare Lemma”. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a smooth compact surface with pseudo-metric y of Hsiang-Pati 
type, and let E be a union of smooth curves with normal crossings containing ID,/. Then there is 
an exact sequence of sheaves on X 
Proof: Assuming we know the theorem when y is positive definite (I D,j = c#J), we deduce 
it in general. First, ker{$: &t-E” + .z?‘t;d } = O(D,) because given f 6 &‘Yq$ with af = 0 it 
follows (from and in the notation of (2.1)) that d,f is holomorphic in U - E and locally L,; 
but this means there can be no negative powers of u or v in its Laurent expansion, hence it is 
holomorphic. Next, in the notation of (2.2) or (2.3), if CIIGSZZ~<(U) with %.I = 0, then since 
d,o E zZj, ’ (I/) (where we understand the standard metric in U) by (2.4), we can apply the 
(assumed) &Poincart lemma to d,o, to find ,f~ &i, ‘(U) such that af = d,cu. Then 
d.; ‘,f~ &z.$ and i?(d, ‘,f) = Q. Finally, since &z,E.” = .sz!‘$’ as sheaves on X by (2.5), we are 
done. 
Hence it remains to prove (3.1) for (szZ, O,*, a). Recall that, by Definition (1.7), &jv* is a 
subsheaf of go,* (and that y is omitted from the notation since it is positive definite). We will 
show next that it is actually a subcomplex: the “formal” ?-operator on &$* is the 
restriction of the weak (distributional) derivative $-w on %“,*. (In the language of [4, p. 3691, 
this means there is no “residue” along E associated to the elements of J&‘$*, viewed as 
currents.) Then the known exactness of (P c,> OS* ? ) plus (3.2) and some regularity properties 
of ~7, will be used to complete the proof of (3.1;. 
PROPOSITION (3.2). The inclusions of sheaves .&‘i’* c ?S”,* induce a map of complexes 
Proof: The commutativity of the first square is equivalent to showing that for any open 
U c X, f E ..s!$’ and compactly supported p E zd ‘3 ’ (U), 
s 
as‘/Yp=- f/Y&. 
s 
(3.3) 
cl u 
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Let us assume CJ c D(u) x D(v) where D(u) and D(u) are open discs centered at the 
origin in U- and u-coordinates respectively. Let E = (uv = 0} and letf have the properties of 
(2.1) and @those of (2.3) (with positive definite metric). The case where E = (U = O> is easier 
and that when U n E = $ trivial. Now by Stokes’ theorem and the fact that p is compactly 
supported, it suffices to prove that 
lim 
s 
fP = 0 (3.4) 
&-‘O T(E) 
where T(E) = {(u, U)E UIJ 1 _ u > E and Iv1 = E; or InI = E and 1~1 2 E}. For this, we need the 
following lemma, which will be important later on as well. 
LEMMA 3.5. (a) Let cp = cp(u, u) be a non-negative L, function on the open polydisc 
D:= D(U) x D(u) and let cp be continuous on D - {uu = 0). Then 
lim inf 
s 
cpdT(E) = 0 
E+O U&J 
where T(E) = {(u, ~)EDIJuI 2 E and IuI = E; or IuI = E and III 2 E}. 
(b) Let 40 = q(u, U) be a non-negative L,-function on the open polydisc D = D(u) x D(u) 
containing (0,O) and let cp be continuous on D - {U = 01. Then 
lim inf cpdT(&) = 0 
E-0 s T(E) 
where 7(s) = {(a, u)ED(IuI = E}. 
Proof (a) Let E > 0 and set D(E) = {(u, U)E UJ(ul I E or IuI I E). Then on D(E), 
by Holder’s inequality, where AT(r) denotes the area of 7@). Clearly there is constant C so 
that 
Hence 
AT(r) I Cr. 
Now to say our lim inf is not zero is to say there are E > 0 and K > 0 so that if 0 < r < E, 
then 
n 
But then 
which contradicts cp E L,(D(c)). The proof of (b) is similar. 
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Now to prove (3.4), let Tr(a) = ((u,u)ET(E)IJuI = E, IuI 2 E} and T2(a) = ((u,u)E 
T(.s)llul 2 E and JuI = E}, so that T(E) = T,(E)u T*(E) and T,(a)n TZ(s) is a subset of 
measure zero in T(E). Also, let p = p du A dti A du + q du A du A d6. Then 
= lfilld4 A dD(u) + s Ifqlldul A dN4 TIC&) 
because do(u) = 0 on Tl (E) and dD(u) = 0 on T2(c). But for $ = lfpl or Ifq 1, 
[Tcal+dW = ~T.,EWul A dNu) + b,,.,ild4 A WuI, 
so 
which has lim inf = 0 by (3.5). Since the limit (3.4) exists (being the difference of the left and 
right sides of (3.3)), it must be zero. This completes the proof of commutativity of the left 
square in (3.2). 
To prove commutativity of the second square, it must be shown that for every open 
U c X, w~&g,‘(U) and compactly supported ride,‘, 
The proof of this uses an entirely analogous argument o that just given, so is omitted. 
The complex (V’,*, a,,,) in (3.2) is a fine resolution of Co, ([6,2.2.5]). The sequence &z’* is 
likewise easily shown to consist of fine sheaves, and to complete the proof of the &Poincare 
lemma (3.1), it remains to show it is also a resolution of Co,. We have already seen (cf. the 
beginning of the proof of (3.1)) that ker{ a: &$*’ -+ “cBi*l} = Co,. 
LetwE&j’l(U)begiven with &J = 0 and U an open complex disc in some coordinates. 
By (3.2), &.o = 0 in %‘*‘(U), so by [7, Th. 4.251, there exists f~ @‘*O(U) such that ~?~f= w. 
Since 01 U - E is smooth, it follows [lot. tit] that fl U - E is also smooth. So f E S$“( U), as 
required. 
Next let ~E&$~(U); it is automatically &closed. Again by [7, Th. 4.2.51 there is 
CBEW~~~(U) such that &,,a = 8. To get w E &$ r(U) (i.e., o I U - E smooth) we must argue 
more carefully. (But if U n E = 4, it is well-known that o may be chosen smooth.) To prove 
[7, Th. 4.2.51, Horrnander shows it is possible to choose o to satisfy both 
a,,,@= q and C?$O = aw (3.6) 
in U, where a is differential operator of order zero with smooth coefficients. But (3.6) is an 
elliptic system which can be restricted to U - E where r] is smooth. Now standard elliptic 
theory (cf. [7, Lemma (4.2.3) and the argument for (4.2.5)]) says olU - E is smooth. 
This completes the proof of (3.1). 
It is now tempting to guess that the sheaves &y;$ in (3.1) are fine, or at least 
cohomologically trivial, for this would imply that the cohomology of the complex of global 
sections of d E*z (by (1.9)(c), the cohomology we are trying to compute) is H*(X; Q(D,)). 
This is in general false (as the computation in $6 will show) and we will have no further use 
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for (3.1) for general y. (For a discussion of the failure of the standard fineness argument, see 
(5.8)(b).) But if y is positive-definite, then the standard argument to prove fineness goes 
through, as remarked above. Consequently, we have: 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let E be a union of smooth curves on X with only simple normal crossings 
and let D be a divisor. Then the inclusion of complexes 
do,* @ O(D) E &j,* @ O(D) 
induces isomorphisms on cohomology 
H*(X; B(D)): H*(I-(X; AYZ’$* @ O(D)) 
* = 0, 1, 2. 
From this and (2.6) we get the maps in: 
COROLLARY 3.8. The morphisms of complexes of sheaves in (2.6) induce 
(a) Hv(X; 0) z H’(X; O(D,)) 
(b) an injection Hi(X; 0) + H’(X; B(D,)) 
(c) a surjection H’(X; 0) -+ Ht(X; CO). 
An immediate consequence is: 
COROLLARY 3.9. If S is a compact normal surface, then the L,-&cohomology groups 
H,Oiy (S - Sing S) are finite-dimensional @-vector spaces. 
Proof of(3.8). Part (a) is an immediate consequence of the %Poincare Lemma (3.1). To 
prove (b) consider the diagram 
Given a closed o E T(X; &yOs’), suppose its class vanishes in H’(T(X; d$,\ 0 O(D,)). Then 
there is f El-(X; &‘$j 0 O(D,)) with af = w. But by (2.1), this f also belongs to 
T(X; JZ?~~YO~‘), because df also satisfies the required growth condition (being equal to 0). 
Hence the class of w is trivial in H:(X; 0) also. Finally, (c) is immediate from (2.5). 
$4. COUNTEREXAMPLES 
To examine MacPherson’s conjecture (0.1) more closely we begin this section by proving 
the inequality 
x(0,) 2 x2(S) 
for any desingularization X + S of a projective surface S. But a more careful argument then 
shows that 
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where 2 = P-l(Sing S) and where, in general, the first inequality is strict! This shows 
MacPherson’s conjecture cannot hold. We state an alternte conjecture in (5.1). This section 
concludes with an example which shows that the L,-&ohomology group H$,‘(S - Sing S) 
cannot be part of a Hodge decomposition of the intersection homology group IH, (S)* of a 
surface. 
The following lemma is well-known (cf. [9, Proof of (3.2)]). The reader may find the idea 
of its proof in (the more difficult) Lemma (4.5) below. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let D = Cd,D, be an effective divisor on the smooth surface X such that the 
intersection matrix (Di. Dj) is negative definite. Then 
H’(O,(D)) = 0. 
From the cohomology sequence of 
O-tU+O(D)-,Q,(D)-tO 
we get 
COROLLARY 4.2. .For any divisor D satisfying the hypotheses of (4.1) the inclusion 
C --) G(D) induces an isomorphism 
and an injection 
H’(H; 0) 2 H’(X; O(D)) 
H’(X; 8) --t H’(X; 0(D)). 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let x2(S) denote C(- 1)‘dim Hyi((S - Sing S) and x(6,), the arithmetic 
genus of any desingularization X of the projective surface S. Then 
x(0,) 2 x2(S). 
Proof: The first inclusion of Cor. (2.6) and Cor. (3.7) with D = (0) yield a homo- 
morphism 
H’(X; 0) + H;(X; 0) (4.4) 
whose composition with (b) in (3.8) is the injection in Cor. (4.2). Hence (4.4) is injective. Now 
apply (3.8)(a), (c) and the isomorphism in (4.2) above to get the inequality. 
Suppose p: X + S is a desingularization of a projective surface S, having only isolated 
singularities, such that the induced pseudo-metric y on X is of Hsiang-Pati type (cf. (1.4) and 
(1.5)). Let 
2 = P-i(SingS) 
and let (mi, ni) be the pair of integers associated to each component Ei of IZI (cf. (1.6)). Then 
Z = xmiEi, D, = x(mi + n, - l)E,. 
Let E = IZ/ = CE,, so that 
D,--Z+E=xn,E,. 
If p’ = (X’ + X 4 S) where X’ + X is obtained by blowing up a normal crossing of E 
on, say, E, n E,, then 
E!2 = E? - 1 I ) i= 1,2 
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Z’:= p’-i(SingS) = rn,Ei +m,E; +(m, +m,)C+ c m,E, 
i>2 
where E; and E; are the proper transform of E 1 and E, and C is a smooth rational ( - l)- 
curve in X’ with C. E; = 1 and C. Ei = 0, i > 2. Further, it follows from [8, §IIT] that if y’ is 
the induced pseudo-metric on X’, then 
and so 
D;,, - Z’ + E’ = n,E; + n,E; + (PI, + n,)C + 1 niE,. 
i>Z 
Similarly, if p’ = (X’ --f X + S), where X’ -+ X is obtained by blowing up a smooth point 
of E on, say, E, , then 
Z’:= p-l(SingS) = m,E; +m,C+ c miEi 
i>l 
with C2 = - 1, C. E’, = 1 and C. Ei = 0, i > 1. If y’ is the induced pseudometric on X’, then 
D,, = (m, + n, - 1)E; + (ml + n,)C + 1 (mi + ni - 1)Ei 
i>l 
so 
D,, -Z’ + E’ = n, E; + (n,, + 1)C + 1 niEi. 
i>l 
The following is a variation on Lemma (4.1). 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let p: X -+ S be desingularization as above and set Z = p-l(SingS), 
E = IZI. Then, perhaps after blowing up X at points of E, 
HOP%, -Z+E(DJ) = 0. 
Proof. For ease of notation set D = D,. Let N = D - Z + E = 2 niEi and suppose that 
i=l 
for each k 2 1 
nkI:k.(D-zFiEi) <O. 
Set N i = 0 and N, = c n,E, for k = 2, , r + 1 and consider 
i4k 
sheaves on X for each k 2 2, 
0 + G,_,,(D - Nk) + O,_,,_,(D - Nkdl) -+ COnrEk(D -
The inequality (4.6) implies H’(O,,,,(D - N,_ 1)) = 0 so that 
(4.6) 
the exact sequence of 
Nk-r)-+O. 
H’(U!,m,,(D - Nk)) 2 H’(O,_.,_,(D - Nk--l)) 
for k = 2, . . , r + 1. Since the left side is zero when k = r + 1 and the right is H’(O,(D)) 
when k = 2, the proof is done once we validate the assumption in (4.6). 
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LEMMA, Let E = v Ei. Fix k and let Z(E, Ek) = c Ei. E,, J(E, Ek) = 1 m,E,. E, and 
ifk i#k 
N(E, Ek) = (mk i- nk - l)E; - nkZ(E, Ek) i- J(E, Ek). 
Then, perhaps after blowing up X at smooth points of E, N(E, Ek) < 0 for all components E, 
of E. 
Proof: Keep the notation preceding the statement of the proposition. Let E’ = 
EL u C u 
( > 
u Ei be obtained from E by blowing up X at a smooth point of E on E,. Then 
i#k 
Z(E’, Ek) = Z(E, Ek) + 1 and J(E’, E;) = J(E, Ek) + mk so 
N(E’, EL) = (m, + nk - l)Eiz - n,Z(E’, Ek) + J(E’, Ek) 
=N(E,Ek)-(mk$nk-I)-nk+mk 
= N(E, Ek) + (1 - 2nk) 
< N(E, Ek) 
since nk 2 1. Also, 
N(E’,C)=(mk+nk)(-l)-(nk+ l)+mk 
= -2n,-1 
< 0, 
and N(E’, Ei) = N(E, Ei), i # k. Hence carrying out this process often enough gives the 
desired E. 
We now assume E = u Ei with N(E, Ek) < 0 for all k. Blow up X at every (normal) 
crossing of E, getting E’. Once again we follow the notation and discussion preceding the 
statement of the proposition; the Ei will denote the proper transforms of the Ei and C(p), the 
rational curve in E’ corresponding to the normal crossing point p of E. Order the 
components of E’ so that the C(p)‘s come first (in any order), then the Eys. We are ready to 
show that with this ordering, E’ satisfies (4.6). 
If C(p) corresponds to p E E, A E,, then 
C(p).D,,=(m,+n,-l)+(m,+n,-l)+(m,+m,+n,+n,-1)(-l) 
=- 1. 
Thus, (4.6) is satisfied in that part of the ordering of the components of E’ including all 
C(p)‘s. Next consider E;: 
E; .(& - C ~(P)C(P)) = (m, + nl - l)E;Z+E;.C(m(p)--1)C(p) 
= (m, + n, - 1)E: - (m, + n, - l)Z(E, E,) + C(mi(p) + m, - 1) 
where mi(p) is the multiplicity of the curve Ei in Z which intersects E, at p and the 
summation is over PE Ei n E,, i # 1. This last expression evidently simplifies to N(E, E,), 
which is negative by assumption (the lemma). Since the Ei are disjoint in E’, exactly the same 
inequality holds for each. This completes the proof,of the proposition. 
Arguing as in the proof of Corollary (4.2) we get: 
COROLLARY 4.7. With the hypotheses of Lemma (4.3, and perhaps after blowing up X at 
points of E, the inclusion of sheaves O(Z - E) + Cn(D,) induces an isomorphism 
H”(X; @(Z-E)) 4 H”(X; Co@,)) 
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and an injection 
H’(X; O(Z - E)) -+ H’(X; O(D,)). 
THEOREM 4.8. Let p: X -+ S be a desingularization of the surface S such that Z = 
p-l(SingS) is a divisor with normal crossings; let E = /ZJ. Then x(O,(Z - E)) is a birational 
invariant of S, 
x(O”‘x) 2 x(O,(Z - E)) 2 x2(S), 
and the first inequality is in general strict. 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of (4.8) and we keep its notation. 
LEMMA 4.9. There is a commutative diagram of sheaves 
in which the horizontals are inclusions, inducing an injection 
H’(X;O(Z-E))+H;(X;O). 
Proof We refer to (1.9)(b) for a description of the top terms in the diagram. If Z = 
C m,E,, then in a neighborhood U of a normal crossing of E, T(U; &Egl @ Lo(Z - E)) 
consists of (0, 1)-forms o = f du + g dv where (in the notation of (2.3)) f and g are smooth on 
U-E and um~-1vm2-1f and ~“‘~-~v”‘-~g are in L,(U, lot). But then ~~~~~~~~~~ 
(mluf-m,vg) and unl-lvnz-l(-nZuf+nlug) are also in L,(U, lot) so by (2.3), 
o E I-( U; Yt, ‘). This is x1 near a normal crossing of E; near a smooth point the inclusion is 
similar. The inclusion ~1~ is immediate from (1.9)(b), (2.1) and the existence of CI~. 
Thus the homomorphism H’(X; O(Z - E)) -+ H: (X; 0) exists. It is injective because its 
composition with H:(X; 0) + Hi(X; 0(D,)) from (3.8)(b) is an injection by (4.7). 
LEMMA 4.10. The homomorphism H2(X; 0) + H:(X; 0) from (3.8)(c)factors through the 
natural surjection H2(X; 0) + H2(X; O(Z - E)), 
H2(X;fl~(Z - E)) 
H’(X; 0) -+ $;(X; 0) 
Proof: Let8Er(X;~o0’2)begivenwith8=ay,?Er(X;~o,’OO(Z-_)).Wesawin 
the previous lemma that q may be viewed as an element of T(X; &yO”), so {e} vanishes in 
H:(X; CO) as well. Hence the factorization exists. 
Putting these two lemmas together, we get the inequalities of theorem (4.8). To get the 
birational invariance of x(O,(Z - E)), recall first that any two smooth models of S differ by 
a succession of point blow-ups and blow-downs. Since, by Riemann-Roth 
x(C~,(Z-E)) = x(Q)++{(Z-E)(Z-E)-(Z-E).K} (4.11) 
and x(0,) is a birational invariant, any such modification of X away from E will leave 
x(O,(Z - E)) unchanged. Thus, it suffices to see that x(O,(Z - E)) is unchanged by a single 
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blow-up at a point of E. We will assume this point is a normal crossing of E and leave the 
case where the point is smooth on E to the reader. 
So let 
Z = mC + nD + other terms 
where C. D 2 1 and blow-up a point of (normal) crossing. Then near this point on X, 
C n Jr D m 
gets replaced by 
C' D 6 B m+n In n 
on X’ where B is a P’ with multiplicity m + n. Also C’ . C’ = C. C - 1, D’. D’ = D. D - 1, 
and B. B = - 1; and from this the adjunction formula gives K’ . C’ = K. C + 1, K’ .D’ 
= K. D + 1 and K’ . B = - 1, where K’ is the canonical divisor on X’. To simplify notation, 
let M = Z - E, M’ = Z’ - E’. Then the change in x(cO,(Z - E)) will be 
M.M-K.M M’.M’-K’.M’ M.M-M’.M K’.M’- K.M 
2 - 
= 
2 2 
+ 
2 . 
Using the fact that these quantities are unchanged outside the pictures above, 
M~M-M’~M’=((m-1)C)2+((n-1)D)2+2(m-l)(n-1) 
- {((m - 1)C’)’ + ((n - 1)D’)’ + ((m + n - 1)B)’ 
+2(m-l)(m+n-1)+2(n-l)(m+n-1)) 
=2(m-l)(n-1)-{-(m-1)2-(n-l)2-(m+n-l)2 
+2(m+n-2)(m+n-1)) 
= ((m - 1) + (n - 1))2 - 2(m + n - 2)(m + n - 1) + (m + n - 1)’ 
=(m+n-2)2-(m+n-l)(m+n-3) 
= 1 
On the other hand 
K’.M’-K.M=(m-l)+(n-l)-(m+n-l)= -1. 
Hence there is no change in x(cO,(Z - E)). 
Finally, to see that the inequality x(0,) 2 x(cO,(Z - E)) is generally strict, look at the 
difference (cf. (4.11)) in the case of rational double points, the fundamental cycles of whose 
(minimal) resolutions are exhibited on p. 77 of [l]. In the case of a D,-singularity, E is a 
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string of rational curves with self-intersection (- 2) and with 2 given by 
1 2 2 2-2/I 
‘1 
(n dots) 
where, as usual each dot represents a curve, each link an intersection of corresponding 
curves and where the multiplicities are labeled. Then 2 - E is 
l-.1 !_-I . . (n - 3 dots). 
It is easy to see that (2 - E) . (Z - E) = - 2; and K E 0 in a neighborhood of E so 
x(Q,(Z - El) = A@,) - 1. 
where X is any resolution of a surface with a single D, singularity and n 2 4. This completes 
the proof of Theorem (4.8). 
In [3] it is conjectured that if V is a complex projective variety, then IH,( V) admits a 
Hodge decomposition, where IH, means intersection homology in the middle perversity 
with complex coefficients. If V = S is a complex surface, then one wants in particular 
IH,(S)* g H’,‘(S)@ HO-l(S). (4.12) 
In view of the theorem of Hsiang and Pati equating the left side with L,-de Rham 
cohomology of S - Sing S, one wants the decomposition on the right side to correspond in 
some way to the decomposition of complex l-forms into forms of type (1,0) and (O,l), as in 
the smooth case. The counterexample above to MacPherson’s conjecture also shows (4.12) 
fails if we take for Ho3 l(S), the L,-&ohomology group HFj,‘(S - Sing S) = Ht (X; 0) used 
in this paper. 
PROPOSITION 4.13. Let S be the hypersurfuce {wz* - x(x’ + y”) = 0) c P3. Then S hus a 
single D,-singularity, dim H $,‘(S - Sings) 2 1, but IH, (S) = 0. 
Proof By a theorem of Brieskorn [2] the standard D,-resolution of the singularity of S 
is diffeomorphic to the smoothing S, = jwz* - x(x* + y*) - tz3 = 01 G P3, t # 0. But S, is a 
smooth cubic in [FD3 (t # 0), hence is isomorphic to Pz blown up in six points. In particular, 
H’(X; 0,) = 0 = H’(X; G,). As H’(X; 0,) z H’(X; O,(Z - E)) = @ and x(0,) = 
x(c?,(Z - E)) + 1 by our calculation above, it must be that H’(X; O(Z - E)) = c and so 
by (4.9). 
dim H:(X; cc) 2 1 
On the other hand, S is homeomorphic to (X - i) u c(aN), where N is a neighborhood 
of E and c(aN) denotes the cone on the boundary of N (ov$r which the union is taken). Since 
ZH,(aN) g ZH,(c(aN)), Mayer-Vietoris says ZH,(X - N) r ZH,(S). But IH,(X - i) % 
H,(X - N) z H3(X, E) by duality; and this latter group vanishes since H3(X) = 0 (X is 
simplyconnected) and H*(X) -+ H*(E) is surjective (the intersection form of E is negative 
definite, hence nonsingular). 
$5. A REVISED CONJECTURE AND SOME EXAMPLES 
In view of (4.8), it is reasonable to make the following conjecture in place of (0.1). 
Conjecture 5.1. Let l’ be a complex projective variety and let p: X -+ V be a de- 
singularization of V such that Z := p- 1 (Sing V) is a divisor with normal crossings. Then 
x*(V = x(@t(Z - IZI)). 
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In this section we show that for a curve and for the product of a curve with a smooth 
curve, the revised conjecture holds. As the discussion follows, but is easier than given in 
$1-3, proofs will be mostly sketched. 
Let v: Y + C be the desingularization (normalization) of the complex projective curve C, 
and let y E v- ’ (Sing C). Let C c P” be a projective imbedding and let u be a local coordinate 
about y so that y corresponds to u = 0; suppose v(y) = 0 in A” c P”. The composition 
p = (X + C + P”) may be written near y (perhaps after permuting the coordinates of A” 
and rechoosing u) 
P(U) = (urn, (P2(u), . . . 9 cp&)) 
where each cpi vanishes at u = 0 to order 2 m. Then m is the multiplicity at y of the divisor 
v-l (Sing C) and the pseudo-metric y induced by p is, near y, 
d(U”)d(U”) + Cd’Pid~i = (m - 1)2(U12m-2(K + lj(U))dUdi 
where K > 0 and $(O) = 0. Clearly, this is quasi-isometric to 
IUI 2m - 2 dudu. (5.2) 
Now following (1.7), let ,Y’,“,’ be the sheaf of (0, i)-forms on Y which are smooth off ID,1 
and are L, on X with respect to the pseudo-metric y_ Making the same kind of analysis as at 
the beginning of $2, we get (with obvious notation): for U a u-coordinate neighborhood of y 
asabove,f~9~“~o(U)ifandonlyifu”-’ f~ L, (U, lot); and w = f dti E 9,“~ ’ (U ) if and only if 
f~ L,(U, lot) (and in both cases f is smooth on U - y). Now define, for each open U c Y, 
PROPOSITION 5.3. The map of sheaves 
(7: <Eq” -b&y’ 
is ajine resolution ofOoy(W- I WI) where W = v-‘(SingC). 
Proof: Proving that dis onto and ker a = &( W - / WI) can be done in the same way as 
(3.1) was. (There is a more elementary proof using the Cauchy kernel, along the lines of [4, 
p. 51.) The sheaves &‘4yopi are easily shown to be fine. 
COROLLARY 5.4. There are isomorphisms, i = 0, 1, 
HP;,‘(C-SingC)rH’(Y;O(W-IWI). 
Remark 5.5. The L,-de Rham cohomology of C - Sing C is trivially isomorphic to the 
cohomology of Y. This is because the metric (5.2) is equivalent in the Riemannian sense to 
dudti (cf. [S, (4.2)]). But the coordinate change used to exhibit the equivalence changes the 
complex structure (hence the &complex). And as the corollary shows, when the integer m in 
(5.2) is greater than one, it is reflected in H Pi,*(C-SingC) through Z-IZ/ = D,. 
Now, keeping the notation above, let C’ be a smooth projective curve, S = C x C’, 
X= YxC’andp=vxid:YxC’~CxC’.ThenSingS=(SingC)xC’andp:X~Sis 
a desingularization of S so that Z := p- ’ (Sing S) = v- ’ (Sing C) x C’ = W x C’ is a divisor 
with (empty) normal crossings. Moreover, near each point x = (y, z) of p- ‘(Sing S), we may 
choose local coordinates (u, v) so that u is a coordinate for,a neighborhood of y in Y as 
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above, and u is a coordinate for a neighborhood of z in C’. Clearly, the induced pseudo- 
metric on X is quasi-isometric in the (u, u)-neighborhood of x to 
IU12”-2dUdti+dUdG 
where y x C’ has multiplicity m in Z. Defining sheaves dYogi on X as in (1.7) we have: 
PROPOSITION 5.6. The complex of sheaves on X 
is a fine resolution of G (Z - IZj). 
COROLLARY 5.7. There are isomorphisms, i = 0, 1,2, 
HP;,‘(S - Sing S) r H’(X; 0 (Z - 1 Z I)). 
The corollary is immediate from the proposition. To prove the latter, it is necessary to 
describe the sheaves YYo9’, as was done for the pseudo-metrics of Hsiang-Pati type at the 
beginning of $2. 
In the (u, u)-coordinate neighborhood U used above, we argue exactly as in 92 to show: 
(i) hEYI,’ if and only if h is smooth off {u = 0) and urn-‘h~L,(U,loc); 
(ii) fdG+gdGEYt,l(U) if and only if f and g are smooth off {u =0} and 
LU m-lgELz(U, lot); 
(iii) kdii A d6~Yyo~2(U) if and only if k is smooth off {U = 0} and kEL,(U, lot). 
It is now easily seen that the argument of (3.1) goes through without change to show that 
the complex in (5.6) resolves 0 (Z - ) Z I). To prove G!$’ is fine, it is enough to show that for 
any closed subset K of X and any neighborhood U of K, there is a smooth p: X + [0, l] 
such that supp(p) G U, p-‘(l) 2 K and if h~~$,‘*‘(x), then phEdyo*‘(U). This last 
condition means ph E Yy ‘7’ U and 8(ph)EYyo*‘(U). If K n IZI = 4, then we can arrange ( ) 
for supp (p) to be in an open set missing (ZI, in which case it is clear that ph E &:7’(U). If 
K n IZ I # C#I then we can find neighborhoods I’, c V, of K n IZI in IZI such that vi E I’,, 
and E > 0 such that (using the fact that IZI has a trivial holomorphic normal bundle 
neighborhood IZI x {lul < l} in X) v2 xD(s) E U, where D(E)= {lul <E}. Find C” 
functions r: V2 + [0, l] and G: D(E) + [0, l] such that supp(r) E V,, r-‘(l) 1 V1, 
supp(a) c D(E), and K’(1) 2 D(E/~). Set p(u, u) = a(u)z(o) on I’, x D(E), and zero otherwise. 
Notice that pu = to,- vanishes on a neighborhood of IZI. Finally, the restriction of p to a 
small neighborhood of I Z I can be extended to a function on X, again called p, such that 
supp(p) s U and p-‘(l) 2 K. 
Now ph is clearly in 9’~So(U) and a((ph) = hp,dC + pah near E since pu = 0 there. Since 
ahE9’0y,l(U) and uhEL,(U, lot) by assumption, it follows that 5((ph)EY:*l(.U) from the 
description above. The fineness of &t, ’ is proved similarly and that of &‘,“v’ is immediate. 
Remarks 5.8. (a) In 96 we will meet a pseudo-metric of the form dudii + lu12dudz7. The 
description of its (O,O)- and (0,2)-forms is the same as that above, but the growth condition 
on its (O,l)-forms is replaced by “uf, g E L,(U, 10~)“. The above argument for fineness of 
&$o*o and GZ,,O~’ breaks down and, in fact, these sheaves aren’t fine: the corresponding 
sequence in (5.6) is exact and resolves Co,(Z); but its cohomology isn’t H*(X; Co,(Z)); it’s 
H*(X; &(Z - IZl)) = H*(X; Q), which turns out to be different when * = 1. 
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(b) The reason that the argument we have given to prove (5.6) breaks down for the 
metric dudti + JuI’dudfi of $6 is that a(ph) = hp,dii + p8h won’t in general belong to 
9:~’ (U). The term pah is in 9’:~ ‘(U), since 3hh9’F9 ‘(U), by assumption. If y is locally 
quasi-isometric to dudti + lu12dudG, then according to (2.2) we also need hp,EL,(U, lot). 
But h is allowed an “L,-pole” (uh E L,(U, lot) by (2.1)), which cannot be compensated for 
by PF 
The point here is somewhat different from that in, say, [14], $1, where one works (in the 
language of this paper) in S, the given singular variety. For general such S, one wants 
bounded pointwise norm (a~, a~) to get ph as above to have L, exterior derivative. On the 
other hand, the condition demanded of & for p to partition sheaves of L,-forms on a 
resolution X, is much different as the two discussions above illustrate: the standard 
argument works for Iu12dudu+dud6, but not for dudG+ Iu12dudz7. 
(c) The referee points out that the argument for fineness in the proof of (5.6) does not 
need a trivial holomorphic neighborhood of Z: simply cover K by coordinate patches, 
construct a suitable p in each, and add. 
$6. THE L,-&COHOMOLOGY OF A PROJECTIVE CONE 
In this last section we show that the groups H$)*(S - Sings) are isomorphic to 
H *(X; 0 ) where S is the projective cone on a smooth projective curve and X is the blow-up 
of its cone point. Since Z = IZI on X, there is no difference between MacPherson’s 
conjecture and the revised one ((5.1)) in this case. 
We will show that the natural homomorphism induced by the first inclusion in (2.6) 
H*(X; Co) + H:(X; 0) 
is an isomorphism. For * = 0 or 2, this is trivial. For * = 1, the strategy will be to study the 
image of the homomorphism induced by the second inclusion in (2.6), 
H;(X; O)+ H’(X; 0(I),)) 
by means of a curvature integral. For technical reasons, the homomorphism 
H;(X;O(-E,))+H’(X;0(D,-E,)) 
is studied, and eventually shown to be trivial, where E, is the inverse image in X of the 
curve “at infinity” in S. 
We begin by identifying the induced pseudo-metric on X, up to quasiisometry. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let S E W+ ’ be the projective cone on a smooth projective curve 
C c W’ and let p: (X, E,) + (S, 0) be the blow-up of the cone point 0. Then 
(a) X is a ruled surface with section E, E X and natural isomorphism E, M C. 
(b) The metric y induced on X - E, is of Hsiang-Pati type and near E, is quasi-isomeric to 
the pseudo-metric of(1.3) (b) with n = m = 1. 
Proof: (a) is standard (cf. [S, V.21). To prove (b), we may as well assume S is the affine 
cone, since the metric degenerates only near the cone point. If [z,, . . , z,+ 1] are projective 
co-ordinates of P”+‘, let C E P” = {z,,+~ = 0}, so that (z,, . . . , zn) are co-ordinates of 
A”+l 2 S. There is an affine chart in the blow-up p: &,A”+’ + A”+’ of the origin with 
coordinates lo, . . , [,, so that 
P(i0, * * . 9 i”) = L ccl il, . . . 9 M”) 
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and the image of /I is A”+’ - {zO = 0) u (0). Let C’ = C - C n {z,, = 0} and S’ = 
(S - S n {z. = 0)) u {0}, the affine cone on C’. We may assume C n {z. = 0) is a transverse 
intersection. 
By definition, we have 
El, cX’ :=p-‘(S’- (0)) E A”+l 
1 lp’ 1p 
0 E S’ c (A”+‘-{z, = 0)) u(0) 
where p’ is the restriction of /I (and of the blow-up p: X --+ S), X’ is the closure in A”+l and is 
an open subset of X, and E b := p’ - ’ (0) corresponds to C’ under the identification of E, with 
C in (a). Evidently, it suffices to analyze the indefinite metric induced by p’ on X’ - Eb near 
points of Eb. 
Since the proper transform of the cone on an open subset U of C’ is an open subset V of 
X’ intersecting Eb nontrivially, it further suffices to analyze pi V. 
We may assume U is a neighborhood of [l, 0, . . . , 0] in C’ and that U is parameterized 
by 
UH [l, u, k2(u), . . . , k,,(u)] c P” 
where the ki are analytic, ki(0) = 0 and t’ runs over a small complex disc about the origin. 
Then the cone on U is parameterized by 
(u, V)H(U, MU, uk,(u), . . . , uk,(u)) G A”+l. 
Using the form of fl above, we see that I/ is parameterized by 
(u, a)+-+(~ 0, k,(u), . . . , k,(u)) 
so that (u, u) are local co-ordinates for V, with E0 n V = {u = O}. In these co-ordinates, 
P(U, 0) = (u, uu, k(u), . . . > h,(u)). 
It is now a trivial calculation to see that the induced metric has the form given in (b); or see 
[S, (4.1)] for a much more general statement and proof. 
To recall some geometry of the ruled surface X, refer to the following diagram: 
E, s X 2 E, 
1 1P l- 
OsS2CcP” 
where E, = p-‘(O), E, = p-‘(C). If deg(C c IF’“) = e, then 
E; = -_e = -E2,. 
The inclusion E, c X is the zero section of a line bundle 2 over E, whose fibrewise 
completion is 
X= P(O,,@.P’):E,, 
and X - E, x 2’. 
If 6 is a divisor on E, corresponding to 2, then deg 6 = -e and 
CEml = C&,1 + [+-~)I 
in Pit X. Thus, there is a meromorphic function s on X such that 
(s) = E, + n*(-6) - E,, (6.2) 
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from which we get an isomorphism 
H*(X; O(E, - E,)) z H*(X; CO(R*@))). 
NOW z,@(n*(6$) = ~n*U(d) = O(6), so by [S, V.2.41 there is an isomorphism 
7r*: H*(X; C!@*(s))) s H*(E& O(6)) 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
(edge homomorphism in the degenerate Leray spectral sequence of n). 
Next we give a method for detecting elements of H’(X; O(n*(S))). For this recall the fine 
resolution of U(g) by currents ([IZ, Prop. 11): 
Let 
0 + U(6) -+ 9O~“(S) + e*‘(6) --, 0. 
$E l-(X; &d”sl @ co(,*(@)) 
CJIET(Eo; JzIl*O@ 0(-C?)) 
0 := the curvature (1, 1)-form on X of a metric connection on the line bundle corresponding 
to E, . Then define a current T*: I’(E, ; d lv ’ 8 O( - 6)) + Cc belonging to 9 0, l(6) by 
T&p) = 
s 
0 A rl/ A n*q. (6.5) 
X 
For degree reasons, TJI is &closed so defines an element { TJI} of H ’ (E,; O(6)) because of the 
above resolution fact. 
We claim (1+9} -+ { TJI} defines a homomorphism 
R:H1(X;B(~*6))+H1(Eo;0(6)). 
This is a consequence of the following construction and (6.6). Let f E l-(X; do*’ @I 8(x* 6)) 
and zET(Eo; &‘*’ @O(--6)). Define 
Ts(t) = s 0 Afn*r. X 
Then Tf:T(Eo;d’*’ @ I$‘( -6)) + C is an element of 9O*O(S) and 
T&Y) = - Tr(@). (6.6) 
For 
T~,4cp ) :=s oAa-fA7c*cp=- s @ A f&*(~ = - T/(&I), X X 
where the second equality holds because d(@ A f?r*cp) = i?(O A fn*cp) = 0 A 8f A n*q 
+@ A fc%*fJl. 
PROPOSITION 6.7. R is an isomorphism. 
Proof: By (6.4) it is enough to prove surjectivity. By Serre duality ([12, Prop. 43) there 
are &closed forms 
719 *. f , Y,d-(Eo;doJ 0 8(d)) 
(PI,..., ~,d-(~,;d~~Ogaq46)) 
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such that 
r 
J yi A ‘pi = aij. EO 
Let $i = n*yi~I(X;&‘o~l 0 o(rc*@).Then by [4, p. 1421, 
From this and Serre duality, R is surjective. 
In practice, the map $ H T,,, inducing the isomorphism R must be applied not to smooth 
forms on X but rather to &-forms which are smooth only on X - E,. In other words, from 
(3.7), the inclusion of complexes 
T(X; do** 0 q7r*b)) E l-(X; Jqi$ @ 0(x*6)) 
induces an isomorphism on cohomology and we need to extend R on the level of 
representatives of cohomology classes to I(X; &“, ’ lEo, @ O(n*d)). This is the content of the 
next result. 
PROPOSITION 6.8. (a) Let rl/ E T(X; ~2~;~~ 0 0(x*6)). Then 
defines a &closed current T(E,; d 1-O 0 0( -6)) + C. 
(b) Let fEr(X; &$$@ O(n*6)). Then 
T&P) = - s 0 A f7c*&. X 
Proof: Using the local properties of $ (cf. (1.9)(b)), we see that II/ A rc*cp has L2- 
coefficients. This implies (a). (T$ is a-closed for degree reasons.) 
To prove (b), 
Tcy(cp I:= s 0 A Zf A n*cp = lim s @ A 8f A 7T*cp X E-0 X-D(&) 
where D(E) is an s-neighborhood of E,. Since 8f A rc*cp is smooth on X - E,, and 
8(@ A f n*cp) = d(O A f 7I*Cp), we can apply Stokes’ theorem to get this last term to be 
- lim 
s 
0 Af&*cp+lim 
s 
0 r\fn*cp. = - 
a-0 X-D(&) a+0 ED s 
@ Af”*q. 
X 
Since 0 is smooth, and f n*cp is L2 and smooth off E,, the limit is zero by (3.5)(b). 
We can now state and prove the second main theorem of this paper. 
THEOREM 6.9. Let (S, 0) be the projective cone on a smooth projective curve. Then if 
p: (X, E,) + (S, 0) is the blow-up of the cone point, the L&cohomology of’s - (0) is 
H$T(S - (0)) Y H*(X; 0). 
In particular, 
x&S) := c( - 1)‘dim Hf,,(S - (0)) = x(Y) 
where Y + S is any resolution of singularities of S. 
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Proof: It suffices to show that the natural map from (2.6) (using (3.7)) 
is an isomorphism (see (1.9)(c)), where y is the pseudo-metric induced by the resolution 
p:X + S. We will use the notation introduced above throughout the proof. 
The cases * = 0 and 2 are easy. For * = 2 use (3.8)(c) and the fact that H’(X; 0) = 0. 
(X is birational to C x P’ and Hz is a birational invariant.) For * = 0 use the exact sequence 
0 + HO(X; 0) + iYO(X; @(II,)) --) HO(X; Lo(DY)lDy), 
the fact that the right term is zero (because D, = E, and I?; = -e < 0) and (3.8)(a). The case 
* = 1 is more difficult. 
Consider the commutative diagram 
H’(X;~(-E,))-,H:(X;O(-E,))~H1(X;8(-E,+Eo)) 
1 11 1 
H’(X; 0) I H;(X; O)k H’(X; Q%%)) 
II1(& 0) 
JJ 
= H’(E,;O) = &,; OEm) 
in which the top two horizontals are from (2.6) and (3.7), the extreme verticals are the 
standard exact sequences and the middle vertical comes from taking the cohomology long 
exact sequence of the short exact sequence of complexes 
0 -+ l-(X; JZI;,* @ O( -E,)) -+ I-(X; cd;,*) + T(X; dTv* @ 6/0(-E,)) -+ 0. 
(A priori, instead of ending with zero, this sequence should end with H’(&‘y,* 0 cO( - E,)), 
which may not be zero since .&$* is not fine. But let U be a small open neighborhood of 
E,. Since Q/0(-E,) is supported on E,, the map into the above cohomology factors 
through Zf,‘(U; .&‘,* @ U( -E,)), which is zero since J@‘$‘** 0 0(-E,) restricted to U is 
fine and hence soft.) 
Claim. J is an isomorphism. Since E, z C, this will show dim H:(X; 0) = g(C). But we 
have already noted that H’(X; U(E,)I,,) = 0 so the composition ki, hence also i, is injective. 
Since dimH’(X; 0) = g(C) also, this will complete the proof of the theorem. 
So we must prove the claim. 
Let P be any point on E,. Then by [S, V.2.201, E, + rr*( -6 + P) is ample; 
by (6.2), E, +x*(P) is also ample, so by Kodaira-Nakano vanishing [4, p. 1551, 
H ‘(X; U( - E, - x*(P))) = 0. Now from the exact sequence 
H’(X; U(-E, -n*(P))+ H’(X; U(-E,))+ H’([x*PI; U(-E, nn*(P)) 
it follows that H1(X; U(-E,)) = 0 because In*(P)1 = P’. Hence in our diagram, j is an 
isomorphism because the dimensions of its domain and range are g(C). Hence J is 
surjective. The map k is injective by (3.8)(b), so J will be injective if h = 0. 
For this let OGT(X; ._c&‘, @I U( -E,)) be closed and view it as an element of T(X; 
&$A @I U(E, - E,)) as in (2.6). This element represents h(o) by (3.7). Multiplication by the 
meromorphic function s ((6.2)) induces an isomorphism of complexes 
T(X; J+,$ @I U(E, -E,)) -+ T(X; d$$ @ U(n*6)) 
so we need to show {so} = 0 in H’(T(X; d $,$O 0(x*6)). For this we use the extension of 
the map II/ w TJI produced in Proposition (6.8): it suffices to show 
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s 0 A so A 7c*cp = 0 (6.10) X 
for all &closed cp E I(&,; s?‘,O @ 0( -6)). (If {so} # 0, then so - J/ = af for some smooth 
II/ E T(X; do*1 @ 8(x*6)) and f as in Proposition (6.8)(b), where 
s OAl)An*cp#O 
for some a-closed cp E I(,?,; S? ‘*’ 0 8( -6)) by proof of (6.7). But then by (6.8)(b), 
s @A SO A X*Cp = s @ A I) A 71r*Cp # 0). 
To prove (6.10), we need a special decreasing family of neighborhoods D(E) of E,, for 
E > 0, such that n D(E) = IE, 1. For this, first recall that the total space of the complex line 
bundle 9 over E, is a neighborhood of E, in X and 6 is the corresponding divisor. Let 
6 = ZSqP,. Then, as holomorphic line bundles, 
the trivial line bundle over E, - )61. The isomorphism is given by a nowhere zero 
holomorphic section of 9 IE, - 16 I. 
Choose coordibnate neighborhoods A,(2), . _ . , i,(2) of P,, . . . , P,, where 161 = 
{P,, . . . , P,j and Ai(2) is ideniified with an open complex disc of radius 2 and coordinate v 
about the origin. Let Ai G Ai(2) denote the closed disc of radius 1. Then 
9 Z bu(u@ x &(2))/- 
with identifications - using transition functions. &(2) - (0) + @*, 
Vt+V”‘. 
(The constant holomorehic section v ~(1, u) on B = @ x (E, - ISI) is transformed to the 
section v t-+ (u-Oi, 0) on Ai(2) - {O), so has a pole of order ai at Pi if Ui > 0, and a zero of 
order -ai if a, < 0.). 
Now consider the subspace D(E) of the total space of Y for each E > 0: 
D(E)= ~(u,o)E~I(C-U~~~(~))~IUI I E)u~J{(u,v)E@ x A~(l)jl~j SE) 
where each piece {(u, U)E& I(uaAi(l))llul I E) of the first term is glued to the corresponding 
piece of the second term by 
(u, v) - (uv-0’, v). 
Since 101 = 1, this gluing is a homeomorphism and 
do(E) = {(a, a)~&l(Eo- Uii.(l))llUl = E} u lJ {(u, U)E@ X Ai(l)llUl = E}. 
By [4, p. 142],0 is represented by adlog(o12, where (T is a section vanishing exactly on 
E, of the line bundle on X corresponding to E,, and )crI is the norm with respect to the 
hermitian metric on the bundle. Then 
s 
0 A so A x*cp =lim 
s 
i?810g10(2 A SO A ?Z*f$J 
X a-0 X-D(&) 
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which by Stokes’ theorem is 
lim 
s 
8logjal2 A so A rc*(p 
E-0 c3D(&) 
since 8(8logI(~1’ A SW A rc*(p) = d(alog(al’ A so A n*(p) and & = 0 = ~$0) on X -E,. 
N,“w E, is covered by finitely many sets V, (= Al(l), . . . , A,(l) and subsets of E, 
- u Ai(l each of which lies in a u-coordinate patch of E, such that 7c- ‘( V,) n 
D(E) = Vk x (~1 Ju( I E} lies in a (holomorphic) (u, u) - coordinate patch of X. (7~: 9 -+ E,.) 
Thus, it suffices to show for each k, 
lim 
s 
~10g~~~2 A SO A ~Z*CJI = 0. 
E-O v, x {IUI = E} 
In V, x { 1~1 I E}, @I2 = lu12h, where h is a smooth positive function, and s = uu“, for 
some integer a (= minus some ai in 6 = CaiPi or zero). Let o = f&i + gdz7 and rc* ~0 = kdu. 
Recall that ufand g are L, by (2.2) and that (by definition) u”k is smooth. Now compute 
c310gja12 = alogu -t-dlogh = $ + ;du + ;du 
so our integral becomes 
A (ufdii + ug d6) A (u’k du) 
= jvLxI,U,_E,(f+ F)u”kdu A dti r\ du 
The first integral is identically zero because du A dti E 0 on I u I = E, while the lim inf of the 
second was shown to vanish in (3.5)(b). Since the limit exists (it equals the original integral), 
it must be zero. 
The integral 
s 
@ Af?T*Cf? 
aT@) 
from the proof of Proposition (6.8) can be seen to tend to zero with E by an entirely similar 
argument. In fact, with the notation of the above proof, the integrand is 0 A fk du locally, 
where fk is smooth on X - E, and L, on X. So the same ideas apply to show the integral 
tends to zero. 
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